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Entertainments and Side-events- MDB forum 
 

Thursday, September 27,2012 

 

Diner at Restaurant Dar El 

Jeld, medina Tunis 

 

In the Heart of Medina 

 

Date: Thursday, September 27, 

2012 

 

Departure from the Hotel: 6: 

PM 

Back to the Hotel: 10 PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dareljeld.tourism.tn/site2.htm 

 

 

Excursion 1 

 

Friday, September 28,2012 

 
Carthage Ruins: 

What to See: Today, it is mainly Roman sites (theatres, temples, villas and baths), which can be 

seen in Carthage. Among the highlights are the ruins of the Roman amphitheatre and the 

thermal Antonine Baths, which were once the largest baths built by the Romans.  

You can get a great view of Carthage by climbing the nearby Byrsa Hill, on which you'll also 

find the Carthage 

 Museum (tel. 1/34 10 77). The museum displays mosaics, 

sculptures and artifacts from the period before Carthage 

was destroyed by Rome in 146 BC.  

Also on Byrsa Hill is St. Louis Cathedral, built by the 

French in 1890 and dedicated to the 13th century saint-

king who died on the shores of Carthage in 1270. It is now 

deconsecrated and used for concerts.  

http://www.dareljeld.tourism.tn/site2.htm
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Sidi Bousaid town: 

 

Sidi Bou Said is a lovely town just north of Tunis, located 

on top of a steep cliff overlooking the Mediterranean. The 

cobbled streets are lined with art shops, souvenir stalls and 

cafe's. Brilliant blue doors are framed with white-washed 

walls, draped in fragrant, cascading flowers. It's just a 

beautiful place to explore.  
 

 

 
 

El Abidine Mosques  in Carthage: 

The mosque, located on 3 hectares of land over a hill in 

Carthage, was inaugurated November 13, 2003. It has a 

capacity for 1,000 worshippers and ample parking 

facilities. A portion of the funding for construction 

originated in Saudi Arabia. 

 
 

Departure from the Hotel: 2 PM 

Back to the Hotel: 8 PM 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Excursion 2 
 

Saturday, September 28,2012 
 

The Old Medina- Tunis : 

Today’s Medina is an amalgamation of houses, mosques, ministries, monuments, restaurants, 

cafes, and active trade shops. 

Huge walls once surrounded the Medina. They 

were built in the 9th Century. While the Medina’s 

walls have since been removed, the primary gates 

remain intact. They are Bab El Bhar, Bab Assal, 

Bab Jdid and Bab Saadoun. Many civilizations 

have ruled over Tunis during various periods of the 

Medina’s development. Architecture found within 

the Medina has been influenced by Hafsid, 

Aghlabid, Andalusian, Roman, Byzantinian and 

Arab civilizations. 

http://www.tunisia-live.net/2012/01/08/the-old-medina-the-heart-of-many-

civilizations/ 

http://www.tunisia-live.net/2012/01/08/the-old-medina-the-heart-of-many-civilizations/
http://www.tunisia-live.net/2012/01/08/the-old-medina-the-heart-of-many-civilizations/
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Bardo Museum: 

This is the oldest and the most important of Tunisian museums. Over a century ago, it was 

established in the premises of a Beylical palace, for the most part built in the mid XIXth century, 

and which has retained all the 

features of a princely residence. It 

underwent several refurbishments to 

adapt to the expanding collections 

and to the ever-increasing flows of 

visitors, but today it is undergoing a 

huge restructuring plan to improve 

its visibility and legibility. 

Thousands of objects originating 

from excavations carried out all over 

the country during the XIXth and 

XXth centuries are on display. These 

are divided into departments between fifty or so rooms and galleries, illustrating the various 

stages of Tunisia’s history, from prehistory to the middle of the last century, which in 

chronological order are prehistory, the Punic-Libyic period, the Roman and early Christian 

periods, with the Vandal and Byzantine eras, and finally, the Islamic period running to 

contemporary times.  

Thanks to its collection of mosaics, the Bardo museum has gained an international reputation for 

the richest, the most varied and the most refined collection. Amongst the finest pieces it holds are 

the representation of Virgil surrounded by muses, or the pavement of Dionysos giving Ikarios the 

gift of the vine, or another celebrating the triumph of Neptune, to mention only a few of the key 

exhibits. But these are not the museum’s only assets.  

http://www.patrimoinedetunisie.com.tn/eng/musees/bardo.php 

 

 

 

Departure from the Hotel: 8 AM 

Back to the Hotel: 4 PM 

 

  

http://www.patrimoinedetunisie.com.tn/eng/musees/bardo.php
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Excursion 3 

 

Saturday, September 28,2012 

 

The Best Roman Ruin in Tunisia – Dougga 

Dougga is billed as the best preserved Roman 

ruin  

Before the Roman annexation of Numidia, the 

town of Thugga, built on an elevated site 

overlooking a fertile plain, was the capital of 

an important Libyco-Punic state. It flourished 

under Roman and Byzantine rule, but declined 

in the Islamic period. The impressive ruins 

that are visible today give some idea of the 

resources of a small Roman town on the 

fringes of the empire. 

 

 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/794 

 

 

Departure from the Hotel: 8 AM 

Back to the Hotel: 8 PM 

 
 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/794

